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Abstract

In infonuation security, message authentication is an
essential technique to verify that received messages
come from the alleged source and have not been altered.
A key clemcnt of authentication schemes is the use of a
message authentication code (MAC). One technique to
produce a MAC is based on using a hash function and is
referred' to as an HMAC. Secure Hash Algorithm 1
(SHA-I) is one of the algorithms, which has been
specified for use in Internet Protocol Security (IPSEC),
as the basis for an HMAC. As we shall show in the paper:
it is reasonable to coiistmct cryptographic accelerators
using hardware implementations based on SHA-I hash
algorithm Finally; the synthesis results based on the
FPGAs are given.

,

processing standard P I P S PUB 180) in 1993, a revised
version was issued as FTPS PUB 180-1 in 1995 and is
generally referred to as SHA-1
The algorithm takes as input a message with a maxiniuni
length of less than 264 hits and produces as output a
160-hits message digest. The input is processed in
512-bits blocks. The algorithm processing includes the
following steps:

(I). Padding
The purpose of message padding is to make the total
length of a padded message congruent to 448 modulo
512(length = 448 mod 512). The number of padding bits
should he between 1 and 512. Padding consists of a
single 1-hit followed by the necessaly number of 0-hits.

1. Introduction

(2). Appending Length

Hash functions are v e y common and important
cryptograpluc primitives. Their primw application is
their use together with public-hey clyptosvstenis in the
digital signature scheiiies. They are also a hasic building
block of secret-key Message Authentication. This
authentication scheme appears in two currently most
widely deployed security protocols, SSL and IPSEC. By
far one of the most widely accepted hash functions is
SHA-I(Secure Mash Algorithni-I) [3] [4]

A 64-bits binaly representation of the original length of
the message is appended to the end of the message.

Reconfigurable hardware devices such as FPGAs (Field
Prograiuniahle Gate Arrays) are an appealing alternative
for the iiuplciiientation of cryptogmphic algorithnis [ I ]
[2]. Their advantages combine flexibility and ease of
upgrade with the improved physical security and
perfnniiance that characterize hardware implementations.
In addition, the time and cost of FPGA design are
smaller than in other hardware approaches.

2. SHA-1 Algorithm
The Secure Hash Algonthm (SHA) was developed by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) and published as a federal information

(3). Inifialize fhe SHA-1 bufler
The 160-hits buffer is represented by five four-word
buffers (A, B, C, D, E) used to store the middle or finally
results of the message digests for SHA-I functions and
they are initialized to the following values in
hexadecimal. Low-order bytes are put first.
WordA:
WordB:
WordC:
WordD:
WnrdE:

67
EF
98
10

45
CD
BA
32

C3

D2

23
AB
DC
54
El

01
89
EF
16

FO

(4). Process message in 16-word blocks

The heart of the algnrithni is a module that consists of
four rounds of processing 20 steps each. The four rounds
have a similar structure, but each uses a different
primitive logical function. These logical functions are
defined as follows:
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words is used in,the algorithm. Tbe padding block is
used to load the input data and to append padding hits
and the length of the original message.

606r 679

These rounds lake as input the current S12-bits block and
the 160-bits buffer value [A, B, C, D, E), and then
update these buffers. Each round also makes use of an
additive constant K,. In hex these are given by:

K, =

I

Wr

SA827999

6EDYEBAI
8FlBBCDC
CA62ClD6

OililY
2 0 i l i 39
40i1659

Kt

(2)

6 0 5 r 6 79

The output of the fourth round is added to the input of
the first round, and then thc addition is modulo 232 to
produce the ABCDE value that calculate next jl2-bits
block.
(j).
Ourpzr,

After all 512-bits blocks have been processed, the output
of the last block is the 160-bits inessage digest. Figurel
shows the operations involved in a single step.

3. FPGA Implementation

Figurel. Operations in a single step of SHA-I

(2). Expansion Block
According to SHA-1 algorithm, the message digest is
computed using the message padded as the above
desciihed. The computation is described using W,, a
sequence of eighty 32-bits words. The first 16 of these
words, WO, WI,...,WI5, is simply the first 16 words of
the input message block,
MI,..., MI5,the remaining
words are computed using a siniple feedback function,
based on rotations, shifts, and XOR operations. Wt can
be calculated by following fomiula:

a,

( I ) . Fimcrion Block Diagram
The diagram shown in Figure2, describes the basic
architecture of FPGA-based SHA-1 implementation. The
controller is a filute state machine (FSM) that iterates the
loop sequence and controls input and output data flows
by generating 'the necessap control signals for evely
block in the architecture. A K, register latches constant

The actual implementation of the functions is given in
,
Figure3.
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Figure?.

Block Diagram of FPGA-Based SHA-1 Implementation
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shift-enable signal is asserted high

T h e critical paih is m d e d with a thick line ul Figti-el.
The circuit uses the cany sase representation of numbew
to speed-up the multi-opmgd addition, a i d mi~~imizea
delays' associated with c m y propagation [SI. The
straightfomard use of carry saw addeis in case of five
operand addition would lead to three levels of 340-2
c a n y s a - e adders, follovved by a carry propagal6 adder
as sliown in Figure 4.
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Expansion Block
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In SHA-1 algorithm, four out o'E five words (A, B, C, D)
remain almost unchanged by a single round. These
words me only shifted by one position down The last
ruord. E, undergoes a complicated transformation
equivalent to multi-operand addition modulo 232, with
five 32-bits opemids dependent 011 all input words, the
~roiinddependent constatit K,, atid tlie message dependent
w o i d W,. The principles of updating these resisters are
described as follows:

FigureJ.
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4. Performance Evduation

To process one 512-bits block opewtion of SHA-I
algot-ithm requires 52 system clock cycles 0 0111.design
T h e firsl cycle is data reading cycle, the follow in^ SO
cycles are opelation cycles and the last cycle is writuig
output register cycle. Its operation rate cat1 be calcolated
by following fomiula:

e,;Dj)+A, (i<<5)+ q + k'lj~nod232

A!,,

4

. C:+$= E,(.:<<30)

1:
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Throughput= System clock frequency :.<Bits of message

(4)
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In our implementations, the five words of the message
digests are stored UI five 3?-bits registers (A. B, C, D, E),
These registers m.e initialized with the constant
initialization vector when START signal is enabled, and
are updated with the new valiie in each round during

Our design were synthesized and placed and routed on
the EPlKlOOQCZOStarget device [6] The perfommice6
of SHA-1 IP Core based on these different speed grade
devices are shown in Tablel.
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IPSEC chip implementation FPGA implementations
would therefore be suitable as components m
cqptographic accelerators

Table I . Perfoniiances of SHA-1 IP-CORE
System
Area Throughput
Clock
Target Device
(LEs)
(Mbps)
f",,dMHZ)
FPIK1000C20X-1
41 OX
1622
268.99
EPlK100QC208-3

I

23.15

I
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